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IN DEPTH: Syringomyelia (SM -- also known as syrinx and hydromyelia, and occasionally mis-identified as
Arnold Chiari malformation) is a condition of the development of fluid-filled cavities in the spinal cord, which is
believed by researchers to be due to abnormal flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) between the brain and the
spinal cord through the foramen magnum at the base of the skull.
Syringomyelia (SM) and the Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
Introducing the Human Brain The human brain is the most complex organ in the body. This three-pound
mass of gray and white matter sits at the center of all human activityâ€”you need it to drive a car, to enjoy a
meal, to breathe, to create an artistic masterpiece, and to enjoy everyday activities. The brain regulates your
body's basic functions, enables you to interpret and respond to ...
Drugs and the Brain | National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
The brains of all species are composed primarily of two broad classes of cells: neurons and glial cells.Glial
cells (also known as glia or neuroglia) come in several types, and perform a number of critical functions,
including structural support, metabolic support, insulation, and guidance of development.Neurons, however,
are usually considered the most important cells in the brain.
Brain - Wikipedia
Are those expensive â€œsonicâ€• face brushes really better than just washing your face by hand? Tune in
and find out. Phillip from Germany asksâ€¦Is â€œsonic cleansingâ€• the best way to clean your skin? Will
these brushes harm your skin like the sharp particles in a scrub? Letâ€™s start by explaining what â€œsonic
clea
Are sonic facial cleansers better for your skin? Episode 52
Neuroplasticity, also known as brain plasticity, neuroelasticity, or neural plasticity, is the ability of the brain to
change throughout an individual's life, e.g., brain activity associated with a given function can be transferred
to a different location, the proportion of grey matter can change, and synapses may strengthen or weaken
over time. . Research in the latter half of the 20th ...
Neuroplasticity - Wikipedia
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Background This experiment is appropriate for college students. Also, high school students with adult
supervision. The RoboRoach is an educational DIY cockroach cyborg kit. It includes one PCB (printed circuit
board), a.k.a. â€œthe backpackâ€•, which carries the Bluetooth Low Energy wireless receiver/transmitter (so
you can communicate to it via a smartphone), a few indicator LEDs (light ...
Experiment: Wirelessly Control a Cyborg Cockroach
The DMN needs this energy because it is doing anything but resting. Under the brainâ€™s conscious radar,
it activates old memories, goes back and forth between the past, present, and future, and ...
Your Brain Can Only Take So Much Focus
Simply put, your brain likes to eat. And it likes powerful fuel: quality fats, antioxidants, and small, steady
amounts of the best carbs. On a deadline? Need to rally? Avoid the soda, vending ...
Ignite Your Brainpower with the 20 Smartest Foods on Earth
November 15, 2018 - EPAâ€™s Smart Sectors program renewed a 2006 Memorandum of Understanding
with the National Vehicle Mercury Switch Recovery Program (NVMSRP). The program was set to expire in
2017; however, given its effectiveness, EPA re-joined the MOU, which is now extended to 2021.
Mercury in Your Environment | US EPA
12 Rules for Life is a collection of life principles that, if followed, are meant to improve your life. It reached the
#1 spot on Amazonâ€™s bestsellers list, and clearly it resonates with a lot of people. Its author (Jordan
Peterson, a clinical psychologist and U Toronto professor) argues that modern secularism and reliance on
science has left a void in answers to important existential ...
Best Summary + PDF: 12 Rules for Life, by Jordan Peterson
Want to change your bad habits? The Power of Habit explains why habits exist and how to change them.
Read the best summary PDF of Duhigg's book here.
Best Summary + PDF: The Power of Habit, by Charles Duhigg
National Geographic stories take you on a journey thatâ€™s always enlightening, often surprising, and
unfailingly fascinating.
National Geographic Magazine
Whatâ€™s the best kind of vitamin C for skin? Plus: Randy and I talk about the experimental MINK makeup
printer. 3D printing comes to cosmetics! This week we discuss the pros and cons of the new MINK makeup
printer. Illdiko (from Hungary) asks..I really love vitamin C serums, but I would like to use them properly.
Which kind of vitamin C is best for skin? Episode 31
More specifically, he says: The good participants differed from the bad ones â€¦ in how often they tested their
hypotheses. The bad participants failed to do this. For them, to propose a hypothesis was to understand
reality; testing that hypothesis was unnecessary.
The Logic of Failure: Implications for Record-Keeping by
BCCC Tutoring Center 4 Anecdote (or Narration) Start with a brief story that is closely related to your topic. I
was out to drinks with a man Iâ€™d recently met.
Thesis Statements and Introductions - Think Smart
Excellent post. The best description of the neuroscience behind political affiliation I have read outside of
journal articles. I think you undermined your own point by asking both parties to bend ...
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Your Brain on Politics: The Cognitive Neuroscience of
How to Get More Social Media Traffic Using These 7 Free Tools
Blog
I love this! Good for you Kate, to take your health seriously and explore all possible options, incl. nixing Social
Media for a while. Iâ€™d like to think Iâ€™ve got a pretty good handle on all things Instagram and Twitter,
but then again, I only have a small blog and maybe the pressure to be present is very different.
I Left Social Media for a Week. This is What Happened
5 n We are not trainers, we are teachers. Organize your session with this in mind. n Create a â€œSTOPâ€•
Signal for your players that is consistent throughout each session. On your â€œSTOPâ€• signal, all players
stop what they are doing and make eye contact with you to
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